What are the Liverpudlians like?

Important facts about Liverpool:

2 nicknames: ______________________

What happened in 1996?

Location: __________________

Distance from London: __________

University founded in ___________

Number of colleges: ____________

Trinity College founded by _______

Who went to Cambridge University?

Who went to Oxford University?

Who was the owner of this house?

Which one is the most romantic?

Suggested activities:

- Cut this part.

Words to describe this town: ______________________

Famous person associated with this town (+ how?): ______________________

What did this person’s father do?

How many houses in relation to this person can be visited? _______

Who was the owner of this house?

Which one is the most romantic?

 nickname: ______________________

Location: __________________

Distance from London: __________

First university founded in _______

Famous for:
1) ____________________________
2) ____________________________

University founded in ___________

Number of colleges: ____________

Trinity College founded by _______

Who went to Oxford University?

Who went to Cambridge University?
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